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About the Book
In Good Harbor, Anita Diamant, author of phenomenal bestseller and book group favorite The Red Tent,
explores the emotional lives of two mothers in present-day Cape Ann, Massachusetts. At the moment
Kathleen, a graceful and maternal librarian, meets Joyce, a little younger, restless and funny, each woman
has reached a turning point in her life. Kathleen, whose sister died of breast cancer fifteen years earlier, has
just been diagnosed herself. Joyce, increasingly distant from her adolescent daughter, is taking stock of her
marriage and struggling to write her second novel. When these two women meet for the first time, they
recognize an immediate kinship. As they take long walks at Good Harbor beach, they begin to bare their
intimate histories and help each other to heal old wounds. As a natural and resonant storyteller, Diamant
brings to life the passions, traditions, and turmoil of these two women and their families, exploring the tragedy
of loss, the destructive and restorative power of secrets and the tenderness of friendship and love.

Discussion Guide
1. Joyce and Kathleen become fast friends despite a seventeen-year age difference. What common traits,
experiences, and challenges serve as the foundation of their friendship? How do their different perspectives
on life help each other as wives, as parents, as friends, as women growing older?
2. Kathleen thinks that talking with men "just isn't the same." Do you agree? Is there an inherent difference in
the way men and women communicate? What do Kathleen and Joyce derive from their conversations with
each other that they don't get from their husbands?
3. How significant is the setting of this novel? How do Cape Ann and the beach at Good Harbor serve as
"characters" or catalysts throughout the book?
4. Religion is an important theme for many characters in Good Harbor. How do Kathleen, Pat, Joyce, Hal,
Rabbi Hertz, and Theresa Lupo, for example, approach their religion? How does religion help them define
themselves? How does it bring them together?
5. Kathleen learns some surprising things about her son Hal in Good Harbor. How do these revelations affect
their relationship? What does Kathleen learn about herself? About Hal?
6. Recall Kathleen's discomfort at friends offering their "cancer stories" when they learn of her diagnosis. Why
do these sympathetic gestures make Kathleen feel worse rather than better? How does her sister Pat's death
make Kathleen's diagnosis even more difficult to face?
7. What is the cause of Joyce's "funk" in the beginning of the novel? How does her house become both the

outlet for her frustrations and a source of satisfaction?
8. Why does Joyce struggle between her desire to write a serious novel and her pleasure in writing about her
romance heroine Magnolia? Why is she uncomfortable talking about her literary aspirations and
accomplishments? What finally allows Joyce to get over her writer's block?
9. Kathleen says there are "lots of things she never said to Buddy" and believes this is "the secret of their
marital happiness." Is she correct in that assessment? For Joyce and Frank, the lack of communication
creates a deep rift in their relationship. What are some of the other silences and secrets in Good Harbor?
What effect, both positive and negative, do they have on the characters' lives?
10. Kathleen and Buddy and Joyce and Frank experience different kinds of grieving over their children -- the
first couple grieves a death, the second grieves the inevitable passage of their children into adulthood. How
do these very different kinds of losses, and the couples' inability to talk about them, affect their marriages?
11. At the end of Good Harbor, Kathleen and Joyce have arrived at a new understanding of themselves, their
families, and each other. Discuss the journey each woman makes to the new place in her life. What
resources did they draw upon to get there? How do you imagine their futures?
12. If you have read Diamant's first bestselling novel, The Red Tent, compare and contrast it with Good
Harbor. How does ancient womanhood differ from modern womanhood? What do Diamant's female
characters have in common across the centuries?
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